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Ise monogatari, dan XIV 
• Once upon a time, a man found himself in Michinoku in the course of his 

wanderings. A woman of the province, who was probably unaccustomed to people 
from the capital, fell in love with him [and sent him a poem]: 
 

•                           If I do not die at all 
•                           From longing, 
•                           I should turn 
•                           Into a silkworm 
•                           For as long as I live                    
•   
• Even her poem was so rustic. He must have pitied her, because he went to her 

house and slept with her. He left in the middle of the night, whereupon woman  
recited [the poem and sent it to him]: 

•   
•   Even if the daybreak would arrive, 
•   I’ll toss him into the cistern /I’ll feed him to the fox– 
•   that pesky rooster 
•   who raised his voice too soon 
•   and drove my lover away.   
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Ise monogatari, dan XIV 
• Presently, the man sent word that he was returning to 

the capital. His poem: 
 

•   If the pine tree of Anefa 
•   at Kurifara 
•   were human – 
•   I would tell it, “Come and be 
•   my keepsake in the capital.” 

 
• The girl was overjoyed. “I am sure he is in love with 

me,” she was saying (corrected translation by 
McCullough 1990: 45-46). 
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Second poem 

• 夜もあけはきつにはめなてくたかけ
のまたきになきてせなをやりつる 

 

• Even if daybreak would arrive, I’ll toss 
him into the cistern/I’ll feed him to the 
fox – that pesky rooster who raised his 
voice too soon and drove my lover away. 
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Obscure parts 
• the second line: きつにはめなて 

• kitu ni famenate 
• the word くた kuta in the 

beginning of the third line 
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Two interpretations of the second line:  
kitu ni famenade 

• ‘I will feed him to a fox’, an explanation 
offered by Fujiwara-no Kiyosuke (藤原清輔, 
1104-1177) in his Ōgishō (奥義抄, 1144?) 

• ‘I will toss him into a water tank’, an 
explanation offered by Hirata Atsutane (平田
篤胤 , 1776-1843) in his Ise monogatari 
azusa yumi (伊勢物語梓弓, 1824) 
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An Eastern Old Japanese feature 

• EOJ se-na ‘male beloved’ vs. 
WOJ se-kô ‘id.’ 

• In the standard language of 
the time se-ko would be 
expected. 
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Dakuon in kana-kanji majiribun in 
modern editions of the Ise monogatari 

• 夜も明けばきつにはめなてくだかけのま
だきに鳴きてせなをやりつる (Takeoka 
1987: 313) 

• 夜も明けばきつにはめなでくたかけのま
だきに鳴きてせなをやりつる (Ōtsu and 
Tsukishima 1957: 120) 

• 夜も明けばきつにはめなでくだかけのま
だきに鳴きてせなをやりつる (Fukui 1976: 
146) 
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Dakuon (continued) 

• on the basis of grammar, verbal form あけは can 
be only read as akeba [akemba]. In other cases, 
the additions of dakuon in these editions should 
be taken with a grain of salt: in contrast to 
man’yōgana, early Heian kana did not 
differentiate between voiceless and voiced 
(actually prenasalized voiced) obstruents, 
although we might have some evidence for the 
voiced consonant nd in はめなで and くだ dating 
back to Kamakura times, based on Tameie-bon 
that occasionally marks pitch accent on some 
words. 
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Dakuon in Tameie-bon 

• .き·つに·は·め·な..て.く..た (Tameie-bon 
12b) 

•   
• Thus, the modern kana transliteration should 

be written as: 
• きつにはめなでくだ 

• kitu ni famenande kunda 
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Fox hypothesis (Fujiwara-no Kiyosuke) 

• kitu ni famenande ‘[I] will feed [him] to the fox’ 
 

• OLDEST PHONOGRAPHIC ATTESTATIONS: 
• WOJ kîtune (岐都禰) ‘fox’ Kegon ongi shiki (華厳音
義私記), late eighth century 

• MJ kitune ‘fox’: ten times in the Genji monogatari 
• post-MJ kitune ‘fox’: eight times in the Tsure-zure-

gusa 
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A rooster and a fox 
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Evidence for kitu ‘fox’ 
• there is a tendency in old commentaries to read the 

character 狐 as KÎTU and not KÎTUNE in the following poem, 
because otherwise the line five becomes hypermetric: 

•   
• (1) 刺名倍尓 (2) 湯和可世子等 (3) 櫟津乃 (4) 檜橋従来

許武 (5) 狐尓安牟佐武 
• (1) さしなべ2に (2) ゆわかせこ1ど2も2 (3) いちひ1つの2 

(4) ひ1ばしよ1りこ2む (5) きつ[ね]にあむさむ 
• (1) SAS-I-nambë-ni (2) YU wakas-e KÔ-nDÖMÖ (3) ITIPÎTU-nö 

(4) PÎ-m-PASI-YÔRI kö-m-u (5) KÎTU[NE]-ni amus-am-u 
• Children, boil the hot water in the pointed pot! [We] will 

pour [it] on the fox that will come over the cypress bridge 
in Itipîtu (MYS 16.3824)  
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Evidence for kitu ‘fox’ (2) 
• Fujiwara-no Norinaga (藤原教長, 1109-1180 AD)’s poem in 

Bindōshū (貧道集) 
 

• 暁にきつねの鳴くを聞きてよめる 
• Akatuki-ni kitune-no naku-wo kikite yomeru 
• [I] heard fox barking at the dawn and composed: 
•   
• 聞く人の栄ゆと言へば夜を寒み鳴くなるきつをあはれとぞ聞

く 
• Kiku fito-no sakayu to ifemba yo-wo samumi nakunaru kitu-wo afare 

to nzo kiku 
• As they say that the people who hear [it] overflow with joy, because 

the night is cold, I am listening with admiration to a fox that is 
barking. 
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Evidence for kitu ‘fox’ (3) 

• kitsu instead of kitsune in modern dialects:  
• Miyajima county ( 宮 島 郡 ) of Niigata 

prefecture  
• Higashi Kasugai county (東春日井郡) of Aichi 

prefecture.  
• kyatsu ‘fox’ in Chita county (知多郡) of Aichi 

prefecture (Satō et al. 2004: 440) 
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Problems with famenande  
‘[I] will feed [him to]’ 

• fam- (WOJ pam-) ‘to eat’, no verb *fame- ‘to feed’ 
• fame- ‘to insert, to throw in, to make submerge’ 
• -na- in famenade desiderative suffix -(a)na-? 
• -de negative gerund -(a)nde? 
• famenande will mean ‘I do not want to feed [him], 

and…’ 
• *-(a)na-(a)nde is an impossible sequence, as  

-(a) nde cannot follow mood markers 
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Water tank hypothesis  
(Hirata Atsutane) 

• kitu is interpreted as ‘water tank’ 
• kitu ‘chest for rice’ (Tsugaru, Akita, and Niigata 

prefectures), ‘chest for clothes’ (Ibaraki 
prefecture) 

• kisu ‘tank for keeping live fish’, ‘kitchen water 
tank’ (Gamahara region in Niigata prefecture) 

• kisi ‘chest for keeping rice and other grains’ 
(Shiwa county (紫波郡) in Iwate prefecture) 

• kiti ‘wooden chest’, ‘wooden storage’ (Tsugaru, 
Hiraka county (平鹿郡) in Akita prefecture) 
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kitu ‘water tank’ 
• kitti ‘chest, wooden storage’ (Miyagi prefecture), ‘horse 

trough made out of a hollowed log’ (Nobe region (野辺
地 ) in Aomori prefecture), ‘water tank’ (Iwate 
prefecture, Senboku county ( 仙 北 郡 ) in Akita 
prefecture), ‘rice chest’ (Aomori prefecture, Esasi 
county (江刺郡) in Iwate prefecture) 

• kittu ‘rice storage’ (Sendai), ‘wooden storage’ (Akita, 
Iwate, and Miyagi prefectures), ‘wooden chest’ 
(Aomori and Akita prefectures, Taga county (多賀郡) in 
Ibaraki prefecture), ‘rice chest’ (Waga county (和賀郡) 
in Iwate prefecture, Miyagi prefecture, Fukushima 
prefecture), ‘wooden money box’ (Aizu Wakamatu) 
(Tōjō 1951: 235, 238, 241-44) 
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Kesen dialect data 

• kittı [kïttɯ] ‘rice chest’ (Yamaura 
2000.1: 1086)  

• < PJ *kiC[V]tu or *keC[V]tu 
• MJ kitu  > Kesen *kidı [kïdɯ] 
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A new hypothesis 

• kuta or kunda in the third line 
• ‘rotten’, ‘stinky’? 
• derogatory word for a rooster? 
• kuti ‘rotten’ (Ōtsu & Tsukishima 

1957: 192) 
• i > a? 
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Interlinear 
commentar
y in Tameie-

bon 
東國ノ習家ヲクタ
ト云 

In the Eastern 
provinces [their] 
custom is to call 
‘house’ kuta 
(Tameie-bon 12b) 
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Interlinear 
commentary 
in Bunryaku-

bon 
東國之習家ヲくた
と云家雞也 

In the Eastern 
provinces [their] 
custom is to call 
‘house’ kuta. [Kuta 
kake] is a house 
rooster (Bunryaku-
bon 47b) 
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Interlinear 
commentary in 
Tamekazu-bon 
東國ノ習家ヲクダ
ト云 
In the Eastern 
provinces [their] 
custom is to call 
‘house’ kunda  
家雞也 
[Kunda kake] is a 
house rooster 
(Tamekazu-bon 13b) 
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kuta ~ kunda ‘house’ 

• No Japanese or even Japonic *kuta ~ *kunda 
‘house’ 

• Ainu kotan [kodan ~ koDan] ‘village, 
settlement’ 

• EOJ dialects: PJ *o > u in the first syllable 
• Final Ainu consonants in OJ > -Ø or  

–C+echo V 
• Ainu kotan > EOJ kunda is unproblematic 

phonetically 
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Semantic shifts  

house > village and village > house 
• Greek οἰκος ‘house’, Latin vicus ‘village’, 

Sanskrit vēcas ‘house’, Old Church 
Slavonic вьсь ‘village’, and Gothic weihs 
‘village’.  

• Cf. also Gothic haims ‘village’, originally 
‘house’, and village itself is from villa! 
(Stefan Georg, p.c. for all the examples). 
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Back to the second line 

• きつにはめなて 
• k-ituni-wa (i)-mena-te 
• 1pss-hate.it-GER (3pso)-be.awake-CAUS 
• 1pss-hate (the rooster), [it] made (him) awake 
•   
• k-etune-wa i-monak-te 
• 1pss-hate.it-GER 3pso-be.awake-CAUS 
• 1pss-hate (the rooster), [it] made him awake 
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Several observations (1) 
• 1) Similar to the raising of PJ *o > u, EOJ has also raised 

PJ *e > i in non-final syllables. Thus, k-etune-wa > k-
ituni-wa, but monak-te > mena-te. 

• 2) We could expect monak-te becoming *muna-te, but 
Ainu /o/ is phonetically non-labialized vowel [ɤ] or [ɚ] 
in most dialects and the shift of PJ *ǝ > EOJ e after 
labials (especially after /m/) and velars is well 
documented: Töpotapumî > Töpëtapomî, name of a 
province (MYS 20.4324), tatamî-kömö > tatamî-këmë 
‘rice straw mats and reed mats’ (MYS 20.4338), omö > 
omë ‘face’ (MYS 20.4342), omop-ë-ndo > omëp-o-ndo 
‘think-EV-CONC’ (MYS 20.4343), möt-i > mët-i ‘hold-
INF’ (MYS 20.4343), mö > më, focus particle (MYS 
20.4345), etc. 
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Several observations (2) 
• 3) EOJ, like WOJ does not allow vowel clusters VV. Under these 

circumstances, the phonetic loss of 3rd person object marker i- 
coming after another vowel is not surprising. 

• 4) The verb etune ‘to hate it’, ‘to dislike it’ is attested only in the 
Sakhalin group of the Ainu language family (Ōtuka et al. 2008: 43). 
Its absence in Hokkaidō-Kuril group may be purely accidental, and 
in addition, Sakhalin group preserved many archaic features. 

• 5) The Ainu verb monak ‘to be awake’ is attested both as Hokkaidō 
Ainu monak, Sakhalin Ainu moonah (Hattori 1964: 25) and monax 
(Ōtuka et al. 2008: 103). While I am not aware of any causative 
forms monak-te attested in Hokkaidō Ainu, there is Sakhalin Ainu 
yay-monax-te self-be.awake-CAUS ‘to keep oneself awake’ (Ōtuka 
et al. 2008: 199). 
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A macaronic Ainu-Japanese poem 
• 夜もあけはきつにはめなてくたかけのまたきになきて

せなをやりつる 
• Yo mo ake-mba k-ituni-wa [i-]mena-te kunda kake-no 

mandaki n-i nak-i-te se-na-wo yar-i-t-uru 
• Night FP dawn-COND 1pss-hate.it-GER [3pso-] be.awake-

CAUS house rooster-GEN too.early DV-INF cry-INF-SUB 
beloved-DIM-ACC send-INF-PERF-ATTR 

• Even if the daybreak would arrive, I would hate it, as the 
house rooster made [him] awake crying too early, and send 
my beloved away. 

•   
• Even if the daybreak would arrive, I would hate the house 

rooster, as it made my beloved awake crying too early, and 
sent him away. 
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Ainu elements in the Man’yōshū (1)  
• 14.3363 (Saŋgamu) 
• (1) 和我世古乎 (2) 夜麻登敝夜利弖 (3) 麻都之

太須 (4) 安思我良夜麻乃 (5) 須疑乃木能末可 
•  (1) wa-ŋga se-kô-wo (2) Yamatö-pê yar-i-te (3) mat-u 

sinda su (4) Asiŋgara yama-nö (5) suŋgï-nö KÖ-nö ma ka 
• (1) I-POSS beloved-DIM-ACC (2) Yamatö-DIR send-INF-

SUB (3) wait-ATTR time again (4) Asiŋgara mountain-
GEN (5) cryptomeria-GEN tree-GEN space QP  

• (1/2) Having sent my beloved to Yamato, (3/5) when [I] 
wait [for him], [I am thinking]: “Will [he come back] 
again through the cryptomeria trees (4) on Mt. 
Asigara?” 
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Ainu elements in the Man’yōshū (2) 
• EOJ sinda ‘time, when’  < Ainu hi-ta [hida ~ hiDa] ‘id.’ 
• EOJ su ‘again’ < Ainu suy ‘id.’ (cf. PJ *tukuy ‘moon’ > 

EOJ tuku, PJ *poy ‘fire’ > EOJ pu, PJ *paruy ‘needle > 
EOJ paru) 

• kuruma k-o-wa Sapporo-or-un k-arpa hi-ta ka en-etok-
ta isepo ru tomotuye ruwe ne 

• car 1pss-ride-GER Sapporo-place-DIR 1pss-go time-LOC 
FP 1pso-front-LOC hare road cross NML COP 

• When I was going by car to Sapporo, a hare crossed the 
road in front of me (Nakagawa & Nakamoto 1997: 112） 
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Ainu elements in the Man’yōshū (3) 
• 14.3407 (Kamîtukënô) 
• (1) 可美都氣努 (2) 麻具波思麻度尓 (3) 安佐日左指 

(4) 麻伎良波之母奈 (5) 安利都追見礼婆 
• (1) Kamîtukënô (2) ma-ŋgupasi matô-ni (3) asa PÎ sas-i (4) 

makîrapasi-mö na (5) ar-i-tutu MÎ-re-Npa 
• (1) Kamîtukënô (2) INT-beautiful girl-LOC (3) morning sun 

point-INF (4) be.blinding-EXCL PT (5) exist-INF-COOR see-EV-
CON 

• (3) The morning sun shines (2) at the truly beautiful girl (1) 
[of] Kamîtukënô. (4) How blinding [your beauty] is, (5) when 
[I] continuously look [at you]! 
 

• EOJ matô ‘girl’ < PA*matpo[o] ‘girl’ (mat ‘woman’ + po ‘child’) 
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Ainu elements in the Fudoki (1) 

• Hizen Fudoki, poem 11 
• 志努波羅能意登比賣能古素佐比登由母爲禰弖
牟志太夜伊幣爾久太佐牟 

• sinôpara-nö otöpîmê-nö kô sô sa-pîtö yu mö wi 
ne-te-m-u sinda ya ipê-ni kundas-am-u 

• Sinôpara-GEN Otöpîmê-GEN girl FP PREF-one 
night FP take.with(INF) sleep(INF)-PERF-TENT-
ATTR time EP home-LOC take.down-TENT-ATTR 

• Oh, Otopime from Sinopara! When [I] want to 
sleep with [you] one more night, [I] will take you 
down to [my] home! 
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Ainu elements in the Fudoki (2) 

• Description of Takaku district (高来郡) in Hizen 
province 
 

• 土齒池俗言岸爲比遲波 
• Pond Pîtipa. Local people call ‘bank, shore’ pîtipa
（Hizen fudoki 410.3) 
 

• Ainu pétpa ~ pétca ‘river bank, shore’ < PA 
*petpya 

• Ainu pét ‘river’ + pa ‘bank, shore, edge’ 
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Locations of sinda ‘time’ and pîtipa 
‘bank’ in Hizen province 
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Fate of the Bokkai (渤海) mission to 
Japan in 727 

• 渤海郡王遣寧遠将軍高仁義廿四人朝聘。而着
蝦夷境仁義以下十六人並被殺害首領斉徳八人
僅免死而来。 

• The king of Bokkai send twenty-four people 
[including] general ‘Pacifier of the frontiers’ Ko In-
ŭi to deliver tribute [to Yamato]. They landed in 
the border land of Emisi. In-ŭi and other sixteen 
people were killed. [Only] eight people [including 
junior] clerk Je-dŏk barely escaped death and 
came [to the court] (Shoku Nihongi X: 186).  
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Fate of the Bokkai (渤海) mission to 
Japan in 786 

• 九月甲辰出羽国言渤海国使大使李元泰已下六
十五人乗船一隻漂着部下。被蝦夷略十二人見
存卌一人。 

• On the eighteenth day of the ninth month [of the 
fifth year of Enryaku], Indepa province reported: 
“Sixty-five people of Bokkai mission under chief 
ambassador Yi Wŏn-t’ae came drifting to our 
region. Twelve of them were killed by Emisi, and 
presently there is [only] forty one person [left]” 
(Shoku Nihongi XXXIX: 374) 
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Fate of the Bokkai (渤海) mission to 
Japan in 795 

• 出羽国言渤海国使呂定琳等六十八人漂着
夷地志理波村。因被却略。人物散亡。 
 

• Indepa province reported: “Sixty-eight people with Yŏ 
Jŏng-nim came drifting to Siripa village in barbarian 
lands. Therefore, [they] were made to retreat and 
were reduced by [barbarians]. People were scattered 
and goods were lost” (Ruijū kokushi 193, cited from 
Emishi shiryō 54) 

• Siripa ‘cape’ < Ainu sir ‘land’ + pa ‘edge’. 
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Navigation routes from Bokkai to 
Japan and Japan sea currents 

 
http://homepage2.nifty.com/tsuruga/bokkaisi1.html 
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Japanese ‘control’ of Tōhoku? 
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Back to the macaronic Ainu-
Japanese poem 

• 夜もあけはきつにはめなてくたかけのまたき
になきてせなをやりつる 

• Yo mo ake-mba k-ituni-wa [i-]mena-te kunda 
kake-no mandaki n-i nak-i-te se-na-wo yar-i-t-uru 

• Night FP dawn-COND 1pss-hate.it-GER [3pso-] 
be.awake-CAUS house rooster-GEN too.early DV-
INF cry-INF-SUB beloved-DIM-ACC send-INF-
PERF-ATTR  

• Even if the daybreak would arrive, I would hate 
the house rooster, as it made my beloved awake 
crying too early, and sent him away. 
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Japanese-Korean macaronic poem 
in the Man’yōshū (MYS 1.9) (1) 

Genryaku kōhon Nishi honganji-bon 
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Japanese-Korean macaronic poem in the 
Man’yōshū (MYS 1.9) (2) 

• 莫囂圓隣之大相七兄爪湯氣  

• 吾瀬子之 射立為兼 五可新何本 

• Sengaku (仙覚)’s commentary (萬葉集註釈, 1265): 
• ゆふつきのあふきてとひし 
• わかせこかいたたせるかねいつかあはなむ 
• Looking at the evening moon, [I] asked: 
• My beloved has departed. When shall we meet 

again? 
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Japanese-Korean macaronic poem 
in the Man’yōshū (MYS 1.9) (3) 

• First two lines are in Old Korean: 
• NACOh-ăy TĂRAr-ïn thyeta-PO-[ni-ke-ca] 

mut-ke 
• Evening-GEN moon-TOP up-look-ASP-

CONF-GER ask-CONF 
• As [I] looked up on the evening moon, [I] 

asked (Vovin 2002: 458) 
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Japanese-Chinese macaronic poem in the 
Hamamatsu chūnagon monogatari  

(1.1b-2a) (1) 
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Japanese-Chinese macaronic poem in the  
Hamamatsu chūnagon monogatari (1.1b-2a) (2) 

•   さうは（蒼波）みちとをしくもせんり(千里) 
• とすんし給へるを御ともにわたるはかせともなみたを

なかして 
•   はくふ（白霧）山ふかしとり一こゑ 
• とそへたり 
• Because [he] recited: 

• The way on the dark-blue waves is far,  
• clouds for a thousand li. 

• The scholars who were crossing over with him [to China], 
responded: 

•  The mountains of the white mist are deep, 
• a bird’s cry.           
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Japanese-Chinese macaronic poem in the 
Hamamatsu chūnagon monogatari  

(1.1b-2a) (3) 

• 蒼波みちとをしくも千里 

• 白霧山ふかしとり一こゑ 

 

• 蒼波道遠雲千里 

• 白霧山深鳥一聲 
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Macaronic poems in East Asian Literary Tradition (1) 
Chinese-Middle Korean macaronic poem in  

Ywongpi ethyenka, 23 

• SSYANG-CO-y hăn sar-ay pskeyni 
CEL-SYEY-YENG-CAY-rïr PYEN-ZIN-
i PAYPOK hăzăβăni 

• SSYANG-CAK-i hăn sar-ay tini 
KWANG-SYEY-KUY-SĂ-rïr PUK-
ZIN-i CHINGSONG hăzăβăni 

• The barbarian from the frontier 
knelt and revered his peerless 
genius because two eagles were 
skewered with a single arrow. 

• The northern people praised 
unparalleled marvelous event 
because two magpies were hit 
with a single arrow.  
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Macaronic poems in East Asian Literary Tradition (2) 
Chinese-Khitan macaronic poem by Yu Jing  

in Qidan guo zhi XXIV.201  
 

余
靖
尚
書
使
契
丹
爲
北
語
詩

契
丹
愛
之
再
往
益
親
余
詩
云

夜
筵
設
罷
侈
盛
也

臣
拝
洗
受
賜
也

両
朝
厥
荷
通
好
也

情
幹
勒
厚
重
也

微
臣
雅
魯
拝
舞
也

祝
苦
統
福
佑
也

聖
壽
鐵
擺
嵩
高
也

倶
可
忒
無
極
也

國
主
擧
大
杯
謂
余
曰
能
道
此

余
爲
卿
飲
復
擧
之
國
主
大
笑

遂
爲
酉
壽
觴 

 
• The head of the Construction Ministry Yu Jing 

while being an ambassador to Khitan 
composed a poem in the Khitan [lit. 
Northern] language. [Therefore] Khitans liked 
him, and [when] he came again [to them, 
they] were increasingly friendly. Yu's poem 
said:  

• "The night banquet is plentiful; [your] 
retainer receives gifts; [our] dynasties are in 
friendly relations; [our] feelings are 
liberal/nice; [I,] the lowly retainer, bow in a 
dance;  [I] pray [for] [your] happiness; let 
[your] holy life be the majestic; and have no 
limit."  

• The head of the Khitan state raised the big 
goblet and told Yu: "Because [you] could 
compose it, I will drink for you." Raising again 
his big goblet, the head of the Khitan state 
laughed heartily and emptied his goblet. 
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Macaronic poems in East Asian Literary Tradition(３) 
Chinese-Manchu macaronic poem Katuri jetere 

‘Eating crabs’ (first four lines) 
 

• 那一日 yobo age baita akū de 出門家 
• udu genggin 螃蟹 be udafi 拏到家 

• boode dosime 放在盆子内 
• belci 一見説 ere 可是 ai jaka 

 
• That day frolicking master had nothing 

to do and went out. 
• [He] bought several pounds of crabs 

and brought [them] home. 
• When [he] came home, [he] put 

[them] on a plate. 
• Stupid [wife] looked at [them] and 

said: “What this thing could be?” 
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Conclusion 

• “What happened to a rooster?”– Nothing, the poor 
creature was not eaten by a fox or drowned in a 
water tank. 

• First, it becomes clear why this poem does not 
receive the same evaluation of being ‘rustic’ as the 
first poem by the girl. Apparently, for a refined 
courtier from Heian society it was beyond the pale of 
imagination to receive a poem partially written in 
Ainu, and beyond power of words to evaluate such 
an outrage. 
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Conclusion (cont. 1) 

• Second, it explains so much better the 
cruel and mocking poem sent in 
response that essentially tells the girl 
that she is not human. This is quite the 
same attitude that is found in the Kojiki 
and the Nihonshoki, where the ancestors 
of modern Ainu are called tuti-kumô 
‘earth spiders’.  
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Conclusion (cont. 2) 

• Most importantly, however, besides the ideological 
attitudes, this poem tells us a significant amount 
about the ethnolinguistic reality in Michinoku 
province. The composition of such a poem would be 
completely impossible if Japanese and Ainu still did 
not live side by side and actually intermarried, and if 
Ainu still was not a living language. The author of this 
poem was most likely a mestizo from such a mixed 
marriage, probably a daughter of a provincial 
Japanese aristocrat and a high-positioned local Ainu 
woman. 
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Conclusion (cont. 3) 

• As this presentation demonstrates, no language 
or culture exists in vacuum. Moreover, the 
influence between two cultures in contact is 
always reciprocal, even if one of them is 
perceived as politically or culturally ‘prestigious’. 

• I also hope that this presentation will have its 
resonance for the modernity, since it contributes 
further evidence for the demolition of the myth 
of monolithic ‘uniqueness’ of the Japanese 
language and culture. 
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Vielen Dank! 

如何も有難う御座いました 

Iyayraykere! 
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